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ABSTRACT Transmembrane potential responses of single cardiac cells stimulated at rest were studiedwith uniform rectangular
ﬁeld pulses having durations of 0.5–10 ms. Cells were enzymatically isolated from guinea pig ventricles, stained with voltage
sensitive dye di-8-ANEPPS, and stimulated along their long axes. Fluorescence signalswere recordedwith spatial resolution of 17
mm for up to 11 sites along the cell. With 5 and 10 ms pulses, all cells (n¼ 10) ﬁred an action potential over a broad range of ﬁeld
amplitudes (;3–65 V/cm). With 0.5 and 1 ms pulses, all cells (n¼ 7) ﬁred an action potential for ﬁeld amplitudes ranging from the
threshold value (;4–8 V/cm) to 50–60 V/cm. However, when the ﬁeld amplitude was further increased, ﬁve of seven cells failed to
ﬁre an action potential. We postulated that this paradoxical loss of excitation for higher amplitude ﬁeld pulses is the result of
nonuniform polarization of the cell membrane under conditions of electric ﬁeld stimulation, and a counterbalancing interplay
between sodiumcurrent and inwardly rectifying potassiumcurrentwith increasing ﬁeld strength. This hypothesiswas veriﬁed using
computer simulations of a ﬁeld-stimulated guinea pig ventricular cell. In conclusion, we show that for stimulationwith short-duration
pulses, cells can be excited for ﬁelds ranging between a low amplitude excitation threshold and a high amplitude threshold above
which the excitation is suppressed. These results can have implications for the mechanistic understanding of deﬁbrillation
outcome, especially in the setting of diseased myocardium.
INTRODUCTION
Electrical stimulation of the heart is commonly used
therapeutically in the form of pacing, cardioversion, and
deﬁbrillation (Dell’Orfano and Naccarelli, 2001; Peters and
Gold, 2001), yet the details of how cardiac tissue responds to
applied currents and the accompanying extracellular ﬁelds
are not fully understood. Toward the goal of gaining a more
thorough understanding of electric ﬁeld interactions with
cardiac tissue, an isolated single cell has commonly been
used as a model system (Cartee and Plonsey, 1992; Fishler
et al., 1996; Gray et al., 2001; Heppner and Plonsey, 1970;
Hund and Rudy, 2000; Knisley and Grant, 1995; Krassow-
ska and Neu, 1994; Leon and Roberge, 1993; Linz et al.,
1999; Meunier et al., 1999; Pumir et al., 1998; Ranjan et al.,
1998; Tung et al., 1991; Windisch et al., 1995).
Cell excitation has been analyzed in one of two ways. The
ﬁrst is by current injection into the intracellular space
(referred to as current injection; Gray et al., 2001; Hund and
Rudy, 2000; Meunier et al., 1999; Pumir et al., 1998).
Current injection results in a uniform polarization of the
membrane if the cell length is short (compared with the space
constant). Cell excitation occurs when the intracellular
potential, and hence Vm, is raised above a threshold value
for the regenerative activation of inward INa. Virtually all of
the mechanistic concepts and terminology regarding the stim-
ulation of excitable systems (such as the strength-duration
relation, rheobase, voltage threshold, charge threshold,
accommodation, and liminal length) have arisen from current
injection models, including the work of Blair (1932), Fozzard
and Schoenberg (1972), Jack et al. (1975), and Noble and
Stein (1966).
In contrast, electrical stimulation of tissue rarely involves
direct intracellular current injection, but rather, the ﬂow of
current from an extracellular stimulating electrode, which
produces an electric ﬁeld in the interstitial space (referred to as
ﬁeld stimulation; Cartee and Plonsey, 1992; Fishler et al.,
1996; Knisley and Grant, 1995; Krassowska and Neu, 1994;
Leon and Roberge, 1993; Meunier et al., 1999; Pumir et al.,
1998; Stone et al., 1999; Susil et al., 1999; Tung and
Borderies, 1992;Windisch et al., 1995). The electric ﬁeld acts
to polarize the cell membrane in a nonuniform fashion. This
polarization pattern has been well characterized for an
isolated cell system, the model system of choice in our study.
When the ﬁeld is aligned with the long axis of the cell, the
largest polarization changes occur with opposite polarity at
the ends of the cell (Cheng et al., 1999; Knisley and Grant,
1995), with a continuous change in polarization occurring
along the cell length (Sharma andTung, 1999;Windisch et al.,
1995). Because of the nonuniform membrane polarization,
ionic currents during ﬁeld stimulation also have a spatially
nonuniform proﬁle. Thus, cell excitation during ﬁeld stim-
ulation occurs when the sum total of ionic currents along the
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cell length produces a net inward current that raises the
intracellular potential and average Vm of the cell above
a threshold value (Tung and Borderies, 1992). Hence, like the
case for current injection, ﬁeld stimulation occurs in an all-or-
none fashion once a threshold level is reached. However, it is
important to keep in mind that the mechanistic basis for the
stimulus threshold in terms of the ﬂow of ionic currents is
signiﬁcantly different than that during current injection and is
the focus of in-depth investigation of our study.
We hypothesize that the fundamental differences between
stimulation by current injection and electric ﬁelds may
become particularly evident at high ﬁeld strengths and short
pulse durations. Theoretical models based on current in-
jection membranes predict that excitation will occur for
currents of all strengths once a threshold is exceeded. This is
because the injected current also brings in charge that further
augments the intrinsic inward sodium current of the cell and
depolarizes the membrane with increasing magnitude as the
current amplitude increases. However, this situation does
not apply to a nonuniformly polarized cell during ﬁeld
stimulation where there is no net injection of current into
the cell and where the net depolarizing current arises solely
from the intrinsic membrane currents. Not only is it possible
that the net membrane current might not increase mono-
tonically with the applied ﬁeld strength, but the polarity of
the current itself might not even remain inward at high ﬁeld
strengths.
In this study we sought to experimentally elucidate ﬁeld-
induced excitation of guinea pig ventricular cells, focusing
particularly on high ﬁeld strengths. To gain further insights
into cellular excitation, we also performed computational
studies using the Luo-Rudy phase 1 model (Luo and Rudy,
1991) of the guinea pig ventricular cell. These computational
results provide a mechanistic understanding of our experi-
mental results by unraveling the interplay between the ionic
currents involved in the experimentally observed responses.
METHODS
Experiments were performed in enzymatically isolated guinea pig
ventricular cells. The details of cell isolation and experimental setup have
been described previously (Sharma and Tung, 2002). Brieﬂy, guinea pigs
(Hartley strain, weight 200–300 g) were sacriﬁced and their hearts extracted
and perfused retrogradely via the aorta using a solution containing a mixture
of protease and collagenase enzymes to dissociate cells. The cells were
stained with 10–50 mM di-8-ANEPPS (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) for
;5 min and loaded into a chamber that could be rotated to allow alignment
of the cell axis with the applied ﬁeld. After waiting for 15–20 min, which
allowed the majority of the cells to settle and afﬁx to the bottom of the
chamber, the cells were continuously perfused with normal Tyrode’s
solution maintained at 34C–37C. Tyrode’s solution had the following
composition (in mM): 135 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 0.33 NaH2PO4, 5
HEPES, 1.8 CaCl2, 5 glucose (adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH). The Vm
responses of a cell were recorded by stimulating with a uniform electric
ﬁeld pulse (referred to as the S1 pulse) directed along its long axis and
applied during the resting phase. Four different pulse durations were used:
0.5 ms, 1 ms, 5 ms, and 10 ms. In some experiments, the duration of the
ﬁeld pulse was kept constant while its amplitude was changed. In other
experiments, the amplitude of the pulse was kept constant while the
duration was changed. The actual ﬁeld in the chamber was measured by
recording the voltage drop across a pair of electrodes located in the
chamber and oriented along the ﬁeld direction. The ﬂuorescence signals
from the cell were recorded from up to 11 sites along the cell length using
a multisite recording system (Sharma and Tung, 2002). Since dye-stained
cells experience damage when exposed to intense excitation light (Schaffer
et al., 1994), the recording duration for a single exposure was limited to
;50–100 ms. This allowed us to observe the responses to up to 15 S1
pulses of variable amplitude and duration in a single cell. The experiments
were performed at a magniﬁcation of 603, resulting in a resolution of
17 mm per site.
For the modeling portion of the study, a cell with 201 distinct patches and
membrane kinetics as described by the phase 1 Luo-Rudy model (Luo and
Rudy, 1991) was simulated using methods previously described (Susil et al.,
1999; Tung and Borderies, 1992). The phase 1 Luo-Rudy model and its
more advanced version, the phase 2 Luo-Rudymodel (Luo and Rudy, 1994),
are routinely used to study phenomena associated with deﬁbrillation level
ﬁelds (DeBruin and Krassowska, 1998; Rodriguez et al., 2004). An implicit
assumption (and possible limitation) is that the various ionic currents in the
two models that have been described over the physiological range of Vms can
be extrapolated to higher Vms as are present during deﬁbrillation level ﬁelds.
The coupled differential equations were numerically solved for Vm of the
various patches using the Crank-Nicholson integration method. The spatial
discretization size was 0.6 mm, and a variable time step algorithm, limiting
the maximum change in Vm to 50 mV, was used to control integration error.
The model was coded in C and executed on a Dell Latitute, Pentium 4
computer running Windows XP (Dell, Round Rock, TX).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Cell excitation with longer duration (5 and 10 ms)
ﬁeld pulses
We have previously investigated Vm responses for ﬁelds
applied during the early plateau of the action potential
(Sharma and Tung, 2002). Here those ﬁndings have been
extended to ﬁeld stimulation applied during the resting
phase. Cell excitation occurred at all ﬁeld strengths tested
(;3–65 V/cm) for 5 and 10 ms pulses (n ¼ 10). A typical
result for a 10 ms pulse of changing ﬁeld strength is shown in
Fig. 1. The Vm responses are shown superimposed for seven
sites along the cell length. A common feature among the Vm
responses for various ﬁeld strengths was that in all cases Vm
at the different sites immediately diverged from the resting
potential with the onset of the ﬁeld pulse, attained a state of
maximal nonuniformity during the pulse, and then rapidly
coalesced to a uniform plateau potential after the pulse break.
However, the detailed dynamic behavior of Vm responses
changed with increasing ﬁeld strength. At 5 V/cm the cell
ﬁred an action potential after a slight delay from the make of
the S1 pulse. With increasing ﬁeld strengths, the delay
decreased and became negligible at 28 V/cm. However, for
a 41 V/cm pulse, the action potential occurred after the break
of the S1 pulse. For a 56 V/cm pulse, the cell depolarized
slowly throughout the duration of the S1 pulse although at
a rate much slower than the normal action potential upstroke.
After the pulse, the cell repolarized uniformly to the plateau
potential.
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Paradoxical loss of excitation for shorter (0.5 and
1 ms) duration ﬁeld pulses
Experiments were performed in n ¼ 7 cells. As the ﬁeld was
gradually raised starting at a low level, all cells ﬁred when
the ﬁeld reached a threshold value (;4–8 V/cm), referred to
as the LLE. However, upon further increase in amplitude,
ﬁve of seven cells could not be excited when ﬁeld strength
exceeded a higher threshold value, referred to as the ULE,
that ranged between ;50 and 60 V/cm. An example of this
result is shown in Fig. 2. The cell was stimulated with a series
of 0.5 ms pulses of varying amplitude. It was excited with
44 and 60 V/cm pulses but not with a 64 V/cm pulse. To
ensure that this loss of excitation was not merely the result of
changes in the physiological state of the cell as a result of
multiple exposures to the excitation light and to high ﬁeld
pulses, the ﬁeld strength was lowered back to 60 V/cm and
then to 43 V/cm. For both of these pulses, the cell responded
by ﬁring a normal action potential. Note that the ﬁeld
responses in Fig. 2 appear rounded because of the ﬁnite
bandwidth (1.5 KHz) of our recording system. In actuality
the rise time of Vm responses is in the microseconds range
(Cartee and Plonsey, 1992; Hibino et al., 1993; Krassowska
and Neu, 1994), and hence the responses in Fig. 2 and other
ﬁgures showing data for short pulse experiments should
mirror the rectangular morphology of the applied ﬁeld
pulses. Such is the case in the computer simulations.
The ﬁeld-dependent transition from normal excitation to
loss of excitation was not abrupt, but rather a gradual process
as illustrated in Fig. 3. The cell shown in Fig. 3was stimulated
with a series of 1 ms pulses of increasing ﬁeld strength. For
ﬁeld strengths of 36 and 48 V/cm, the cell ﬁred an action
potential either during or immediately after the S1 pulse.
However, when the S1 amplitude was increased to 53 V/cm,
the cell ﬁred after a considerable delay (;6 ms) from the S1
make. Finally, when the S1 amplitude was increased to 60
V/cm the cell excitation was completely suppressed. Again,
the normalcy of cell state was ascertained by ensuring that the
cell was excitable for a lower strength ﬁeld pulse (data not
shown).
We investigated the relationship between paradoxical loss
of excitation and pulse duration by performing experiments
in which ULEwas ﬁrst determined for a 0.5ms pulse and then
the pulse duration was gradually increased. Fig. 4 shows the
result of one such experiment. ULE was between 50 and
55 V/cm as the cell was excited with a 50 V/cm pulse but
failed to excite with a 55 V/cm pulse (Fig. 4, upper box). With
ﬁeld strength held constant at 55V/cm, the pulse durationwas
incrementally increased to 1, 5, and 10ms (Fig. 4, lower box).
Although the cell remained unexcited for the 1 ms pulse,
a normal action potential was elicited for 5 and 10 ms pulses.
The data for all seven cells and a total of 81 ﬁeld stimuli are
summarized in Fig. 5. To account for the differences in cell
length, we scaled the ﬁeld by a factor of L/120, where L is the
length of a given cell in micrometers. This scaled ﬁeld is the
effective ﬁeld experienced by a 120 mm long cell, which is
the average length of a guinea pig cardiac cell (Watanabe et al.,
1985). The mean (6SD) LLE in terms of scaled ﬁeld for the
seven cells was found to be 8.26 2.8 V/cm. The mean ULE
for ﬁve cells in which the excitation was suppressed upon
reaching an upper threshold was 57.8 6 5.6 V/cm (range ¼
50.8–60.7 V/cm at a conﬁdence level of 95%). Possible
reasons for the lack of paradoxical unexcitation in two of the
cells will be discussed in the Discussion section.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Paradoxical loss of excitation with shorter
duration ﬁeld pulses
A model cell with Luo-Rudy phase 1 membrane dynamics
was stimulated with 1 ms pulses at ;6.27 V/cm and at ;59
V/cm (Fig. 5). Note that although the simulations were
performed using a 201-patch model cell, for clarity, traces
FIGURE 1 Cell excitation with 10 ms duration pulses. The cell shown
was stimulated in the indicated direction with S1 pulse of 10 ms and variable
amplitude, and Vm responses were optically recorded from seven sites
spaced equally along the cell length. The four sets of recordings show Vm
responses for the various S1 pulses. The numbers beneath and above the S1
portion of the recordings indicate the site number to which that trace
corresponds. The amplitude of the S1 pulses is shown alongside the
recordings. The circled numbers on the right of the traces indicate the
sequence in which the recordings were obtained. The time bar for all
recordings is shown alongside the 56 V/cm traces.
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are shown for 11 sample patches only. Furthermore, in Figs.
6–9 and the text that follows, patch 1 is referred to as patch 1,
patch 21 as patch 2, patch 41 as patch 3, and so forth, to
where patch 201 is referred to as patch 11. The Vm responses
from the central patch (equivalent to the average Vm of the
cell; Sharma et al., 2002) are shown in Fig. 6. For pulses at
;6.27 V/cm, Vm from all patches showed a depolarizing
trend during the S1 pulse for all amplitudes, followed by an
action potential after the S1 break. However, the cell
transitioned from an unexcited to excited state as ﬁeld
strength was increased from 6.26 V/cm to 6.28 V/cm (LLE¼
6.28 V/cm), whereas it transitioned back to the unexcited
state as ﬁeld strength was increased from 58 V/cm to 60
V/cm (ULE ¼ 58 V/cm).
Fig. 7 shows the time course of sodium current (INa) and
inwardly rectifying K1 current (IK1) for ﬁelds near LLE
(;6.3 V/cm), directly beneath their respective Vm traces for
the 11 equally spaced patches taken across the length of the
model cell. During the S1 pulse, an inward spike of INa was
observed in the four leftmost patches (patches 1–4). INa was
largest (600 mA/cm2) in the maximally depolarized patch 1.
It gradually declined and became negligible as Vm
transitioned to hyperpolarized potentials in the opposite
regions of the cell (patches 7–11). After the break of the S1
pulse, a second spike in INa was observed, but this was
largest (408 mA/cm2) at the cell end that was maximally
hyperpolarized during the S1 pulse (patch 11) and gradually
declined, moving toward the depolarized end of the cell (INa
for patch 1 ¼ 230 mA/cm2).
The spatial pattern of IK1 amplitude was qualitatively
opposite to what was observed for INa except that, unlike INa,
no current spike was observed after the S1 break. At the
onset of the ﬁeld pulse, an instantaneous change in IK1
occurred in all membrane patches except in the central patch
(patch 6). The initial change in IK1 at the S1 onset was inward
and largest (20 mA/cm2) at the maximally hyperpolarized
end of the cell that faced the anode (patch 11), declined
gradually to zero moving from patch 11 to 6, and was out-
ward but low in amplitude for patches 1–5 (IK1¼ 2.5mA/cm2
for patch 1). After the initial change in IK1, a positive trend
(i.e., decrease in inward current and eventual reversal to
outward current in some patches) was observed later during
the S1 pulse for patches 7–11, and a slight negative trend
(i.e., decrease in outward current) was observed for patches
1–5. Thus, the IK1s of the two halves of the cell crisscrossed
each other during the latter half of the S1 pulse. After the
break of the pulse, IK1 was slightly positive (i.e., a small net
outward current) and of uniform value along the cell length
because Vm converged to a single level positive to the
prepulse resting potential. However, when the cell ﬁred, IK1
decreased and became negligible during the plateau of the
action potential.
The patterns of Vm, INa, and IK1 for ﬁelds near ULE are
depicted in Fig. 8. For both ﬁeld strengths of 58 and 59 V/cm,
FIGURE 2 Loss of excitation for 0.5 ms
pulses. The cell shown was stimulated with
a series of 0.5 ms pulses of variable amplitude.
The cell could be excited with 44 and 60 V/cm
pulses but not with the 64 V/cm pulse.
Excitation was restored when ﬁeld strength
was decreased back to 60 and 43 V/cm. The
circled numbers on the right of the traces
indicate the sequence in which the S1 pulses
were applied. Also indicated are the recordings
corresponding to sites 1 and 6. The time bar
shown for the 43 V/cm recordings is common
to all ﬁve sets of traces.
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Vm showed similar depolarizing trends, and INa and IK1 were
also similar during the pulse. In contrast to the INa behavior for
a near LLE pulse that was inward or zero in all the patches
during the ﬁeld pulse (Fig. 7), INa for a ﬁeld pulse near ULE
was outward for patches 1, 2, and 3, which experienced
extremely large levels of depolarization. Patches 4 and 5 were
the only two that exhibited inward current, with patch 5
showing a peak in current later during the pulse. Patches 6–11
from the hyperpolarized half of the cell had negligible INa. IK1
was negative and large in the hyperpolarized patches (7–11)
and negligible in the depolarized patches (1–5). Together, the
currents summed to a net inward current that acted to
depolarize the averageVm of the cell. The key difference in the
responses to the two ﬁelds is that for the 58 V/cm pulse, the
cell was uniformly polarized at55 mV after the pulse break
and persisted at this level for;2 ms, after which the cell ﬁred
an action potential. In contrast, the postpulse Vm for the 59
V/cm ﬁeld was slightly more negative at 57 mV, and
consequently, the cell failed to ﬁre.
Return of excitation with longer duration pulses
Fig. 9 depicts the return of cell excitation as the pulse
duration was gradually increased from 1 ms for a supra-ULE
(59 V/cm) pulse for which the cell failed to excite. At a 2 ms
pulse duration, the cell ﬁred an action potential, and the
initial plateau potential at the pulse break was 127 mV,
a level slightly more positive than the125 mV attained upon
excitation with a shorter duration, near-ULE level pulse (see
response to 1 ms, 58 V/cm pulse in Fig. 6 C). IK1 exhibited
a behavior similar to that for the 1 ms pulse except that now
the current was present for a longer duration. The continued
presence of inward current enabled Vm at all patches to
depolarize to levels not attained with the 1 ms pulse.
Consequently, the behavior of INa for the 2 ms pulse was
more complex than that for the 1 ms pulse. During the latter
part of the pulse, a rush of inward INa occurred in patch 6 of
the cell, a patch that was hyperpolarized earlier during the
pulse but later depolarized gradually up to the activation
threshold for INa. After the pulse break, a rush of inward INa
occurred synchronously in patches 7–11, the regions of the
cell that remained hyperpolarized during the ﬁeld pulse but
became depolarized to above the INa activation threshold
after the pulse.
For the 4 ms pulse, the dynamics of INa and IK1 during the
ﬁrst half were identical to those for the 2 ms pulse. However,
in the latter half, a second spike of inward current coming
from patch 7 was observed, a consequence of the continuing
FIGURE 3 Delay and loss of excitation for
1ms pulses. The cell shownwas stimulatedwith
a series of S1 pulses of increasing amplitude.
The cell ﬁred normally for 36 and 48 V/cm
pulses. For the 53 V/cm pulse, a delay of ;6
ms (measured from the S1 break) was observed
before cell excitation occurred. For the 60
V/cm pulse, the cell failed to ﬁre an action
potential. The circled numbers on the right of
the traces indicate the sequence in which the
recordings were obtained. Also numbered in
each set of traces are responses corresponding
to sites 1 and 8. The time bar for the 60 V/cm
recordings is common to all sets of recordings.
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depolarizing trend of the cell during the pulse. After the pulse
terminated, the cell was polarized to a uniform potential of
162mV brought about by the longer duration of IK1 currents.
This was accompanied by a spike of outward INa in patches 8–
11 that were the most hyperpolarized during the ﬁeld pulse.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we used a combination of experimental and
computational approaches to investigate the behavior of
guinea pig ventricular cell excitation with short-duration
ﬁeld stimuli. The main results of the study are as follows:
1. For a ﬁeld pulse that is 1 ms or shorter in duration, the
cardiac cells can be excited for ﬁelds ranging between
a lower threshold of ;4–8 V/cm (5–12 V/cm scaled
ﬁeld; LLE) and a higher ﬁeld threshold of ;50–60 V/cm
(52–64 V/cm scaled ﬁeld; ULE). Outside of this ﬁeld
range the cells cannot be excited.
2. IK1 and INa are the two main currents that are present
during ﬁeld stimulation at rest, and according to
computer simulations, the interplay between them causes
a paradoxical loss of excitation for ﬁelds above ULE.
Whereas IK1 is primarily inward along the cell length for
all ﬁeld strengths, INa is inward at low ﬁeld strengths and
becomes predominantly outward during the ﬁeld pulse at
high ﬁeld strengths.
3. Starting at a short duration and high amplitude ﬁeld pulse
above ULE for which paradoxical loss of excitation is
observed, the cell can be excited as the pulse duration is
FIGURE 4 Return of excitation
with increase in pulse duration. (Upper
box) The cell shown was stimulated
successively with three S1 pulses of 50,
55, and 50 V/cm. The cell was excited
with the 50 V/cm pulses, but not with
the 55 V/cm pulse. The time bar on the
right applies to all three sets of record-
ings. (Lower box) With S1 amplitude
ﬁxed at 55 V/cm, the S1 amplitude was
increased from 0.5 ms to 1 ms, 5 ms,
and 10 ms. The cell did not ﬁre an
action potential for the 0.5 ms and 1 ms
pulses but ﬁred for the 5 ms and 10 ms
pulses. Note the delay in excitation for
the 5 ms pulse. The circled numbers
indicate sequence of stimulation. The
recordings corresponding to sites 1 and
8 have also been numbered in each set
of traces.
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increased. IK1 plays a key role in this transition. It is large
and inward in the anode-facing hyperpolarized regions of
the cell, diminishes toward the center of the cell, and
becomes outward but is relatively small in the depolarized
regions of the cell. In contrast, INa is predominantly
outward in the depolarized regions of the cell immediately
after the pulse onset. However, after some delay, a spike of
inward current is observed in the central region of the cell
that sweeps across the membrane toward the anode-facing
hyperpolarized end of the cell (Fig. 9). This inward INa
together with the continuing presence of inward IK1 as
pulse duration is increased depolarizes the average Vm of
the cell to a level positive to the activation threshold of INa,
so that upon the break of the pulse, INa is triggered in the
patches of cell membrane that were hyperpolarized during
the ﬁeld pulse.
A cell stimulated by current injection undergoes uniform
polarization across its length and has spatially uniform
membrane dynamics provided that its length is much shorter
than a space constant. In contrast, during ﬁeld stimulation
various regions of the cell experience very different Vms and
therefore can exhibit starkly different membrane dynamics.
Irrespective of the method of stimulation (ﬁeld stimulation
or current injection), a cell is considered to be excited when
there is a net inward current that elevates its Vm to the
plateau level. During current injection, this is accomplished
when the membrane potential of the space clamped cell
reaches the threshold for regenerative opening of Na1
channels, resulting in a large inward current. However,
inward current is also provided by the stimulus current so
that it is still possible to excite the cell even in the absence
of INa if higher stimulus strengths are used. In contrast, in
a ﬁeld-stimulated and nonuniformly polarized cell, there is
no net contribution of the stimulus current to changes in the
cellular Vm. Instead, the changes are caused solely by the
intrinsic membrane currents, which can vary in amplitude
and direction (i.e., inward versus outward) in different
regions along the cell length. The summation of these
currents can result in either a net inward current that
produces global depolarization or a net outward current that
produces global hyperpolarization of the cell. This global
polarization, which can be characterized as the component
FIGURE 6 Responses of a model cell for 1 ms pulses near the LLE and
near the ULE. Panel A shows the schematic of the model cell divided into
201 equal sized patches, but for simplicity only 11 (every one in 20 patches)
are shown. Panel B shows the response of the central patch to three low
amplitude pulses near LLE. PanelC shows the superimposed responses from
the same patch for three pulses near ULE. The cell was excited with 58 V/cm
but not with 59 and 60 V/cm pulses. The takeoff potential for 6.28 and 58 V/
cm pulses is the same (;55 mV) and is equal to the Na1 channel
activation threshold. However, the overshoot potentials are different (137
and 125 mV, respectively).
FIGURE 5 Summary of data for seven cells stimulated with short (0.5 and
1 ms) pulses. The zone of excitation and lack thereof for each of the seven
cells is shown individually. Each circle represents an applied ﬁeld stimulus.
Open circles represent the ﬁeld stimuli for which excitation occurred, and
solid circles represent the ﬁelds for which a cell failed to excite. For cell 2,
the data point with an asterisk represents the stimulus corresponding to trace
3 of Fig. 3 for which excitation occurred after a considerable delay from the
stimulus pulse. Note that the ordinate is the scaled electric ﬁeld and
represents an equivalent ﬁeld experienced by a 120-mm long cell, which is
the nominal length of a guinea pig cell. Cell lengths for various cells are
shown at the top of the plot.
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of the response that is common to all patches along the cell
length (Sharma et al., 2002), manifests itself as parallel
time courses of responses in the different regions of the cell
(see Fig. 1).
The key to understanding the paradoxical loss of
excitation for ﬁelds higher than ULE lies in the behavior
of IK1 and INa with increasing ﬁeld strength. The current-
voltage (I-V) relationship of IK1 is inwardly rectifying and
exhibits a large inward current for potentials negative to
;85 mV (Hume and Uehara, 1985). For potentials positive
to this value, IK1 is outward and small. Thus, for ﬁelds near
both LLE and ULE, a large inward IK1 is activated in the
hyperpolarized regions of the cell (Figs. 7–9) that acts to
depolarize the cell. However, as the net inward current
brought in via IK1 depolarizes each of the membrane patches
during the pulse (upward trend in Vm in Figs. 7–9), the
driving force for IK1 decreases in the hyperpolarized regions,
and IK1 slowly declines. Furthermore, for a given cell patch
in the anodal region of the cell, the peak of inward IK1 occurs
immediately after the pulse onset and increases mono-
tonically in amplitude with the ﬁeld strength.
The behavior of INa ismore complicated and results from its
voltage- and time-dependent kinetic properties. Starting at the
make of the ﬁeld pulse, the depolarization in the cathode-
facing half of the cell leads to a rapid activation and
inactivation of the Na1 channels and a spike of INa. The
polarity of the current spike, however, depends on the strength
of the applied ﬁeld. At low ﬁeld strengths near LLE, for which
the maximally depolarized end of the cell remains negative to
the Na1 channel reversal potential of ;155 mV (Nilius,
1988), the driving force for the sodium ions is inward (Fig. 7).
However, as the ﬁeld strength is increased to near ULE, the
maximum depolarization is elevated positive to the reversal
potential of the Na1 channels, and INa becomes outward (Fig.
8). Thus, for ﬁelds near LLE both INa and IK1 are inward and
work synergistically to depolarize the cell (Tung and
Borderies, 1992). However, for ﬁelds near ULE the initial
outward spike of INa acts to hyperpolarize the cell and opposes
the depolarizing effect of IK1. Consequently, for short-
duration and high amplitude pulses above ULE the net
inward current during the pulse is negligible or small and
inadequate to raise the average Vm of the cell to the Na
1 chan-
nel threshold at the pulse break, leading to the paradoxical loss
of excitation. Our experimental data showing the immediate
recovery of cell excitation upon reduction in ﬁeld strength
(Figs. 2 and 4) support an opposing interplay between INa and
IK1 as the major mechanism for this loss of excitation and
argue against any irreversible loss of cell excitability via
processes such as electroporation (Tung, 1995).
For longer pulse durations, a component of INa may be
present at the pulse break and always occurs in regions of the
cell that were hyperpolarized and remained negative to the
threshold for Na1 channel activation during the ﬁeld pulse
(Figs. 8 and 9). When the stimulus terminates and the cell
returns to a uniform potential, these hyperpolarized regions
are primed to activate INa and result in an inward current if the
poststimulus potential is positive to the activation threshold
for INa and negative to its reversal potential. This postpulse
component of INa can also be outward if the postpulse
FIGURE 7 Vm response and ionic currents (INa and IK1) of a model cell
stimulated with a ﬁeld pulse at LLE. The model cell of Fig. 6 A was
stimulated with a 5 ms ﬁeld pulse of ;6.3 V/cm in the indicated direction.
The Vm responses from the 11 representative patches are shown in the
topmost set of traces, and INa and IK1 from the various patches are shown in
the traces directly below. The numbers adjacent to the three sets of traces
indicate the patch number to which that recording corresponds. For clarity,
only traces from the end patches have been numbered. At the bottom is
a schematic cell that shows the ﬂow of INa and IK1 in the various patches.
The various arrows signify the relative amplitudes of the corresponding
currents.
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potential is positive to the reversal potential of INa (Fig. 9, 4ms
pulse). Additional components of INa can be present during
the ﬁeld pulse, especially with longer duration pulses (e.g., 2
and 4 ms pulses in Fig. 9). These arise with the sequential
depolarization of the various patches as they are raised up to
the Na1 channel threshold. Note that the apparently saltatory
behavior of INa depicted in Fig. 9 is a result of the fact that only
11 sample patches are depicted, and in reality the activation of
Na1 channels would be a smooth process as depolarization
sweeps along the cell length toward the anodal-facing
hyperpolarized end of the cell.
We found that the magnitude of the ULE is variable,
ranging from 52 to 64 V/cm in ﬁve cells (Fig. 5). An expla-
nation for this ﬁnding comes from our computer simulations
(Fig. 10), which show that the ULE will vary, depending on
the amount of INa and IK1 in the cell. The distribution of INa
and IK1 is not homogeneous in the ventricles. INa is larger in
the endocardial cells than in the epicardial cells by ;50%
(Ashamalla et al., 2001). For IK1 this gradient is reversed,
and it is larger in the epicardial cells than in the endocardial
cells by ;13% (Liu et al., 1993). Thus, epicardial cells have
less INa and more IK1, two conditions that our simulation
studies show will increase ULE. We have also found that
variability in INa and IK1 also causes variation in the LLE, in
a manner that roughly mirrors the variation in ULE
(simulations not shown). Paradoxical unexcitation was not
observed in two cells (cells 6 and 7, Fig. 5). The simplest
explanation is that the maximum ﬁelds that were applied to
those cells were not high enough to exceed their ULEs.
Based on the LLEs, one might expect the ULE of cell 6 to be
roughly that of cell 4, and the ULE of cell 7 to be roughly that
of cell 3. In both cases, the expected ULEs were higher than
the maximum ﬁelds that were applied.
During ﬁeld stimulation, a polarization response of the
tissue can occur far from the electrodes as a result of
intracellular discontinuities (e.g., gap junctional resistances,
FIGURE 8 Paradoxical loss of excitation in
a model cell for ﬁelds near ULE. The left
column shows Vm, INa, and IK1 for the 11
patches of the model cell for a 58 V/cm, 1 ms
ﬁeld pulse. The right column shows Vm, INa,
and IK1 for a pulse also of 1 ms duration but
with amplitude increased to 59 V/cm. The
numbers indicate the patch numbers to which
various traces correspond. For clarity, only
traces from the end patches are numbered for
Vm and IK1. For INa, intermediate patches with
complex temporal behavior are also indicated.
Time bar is applicable to all sets of traces. INa
and IK1 amplitude bars are applicable to both
58 and 59 V/cm traces. At the bottom is
a schematic cell that shows the ﬂow of INa and
IK1 in the various patches. The various arrows
signify the relative amplitudes of the corre-
sponding currents. The simulations in this
ﬁgure are the same as in Fig. 6 C.
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cleft spaces, bundle and sheet structures). These disconti-
nuities generate paired virtual sources of opposite polarity
that produce adjacent regions of opposite polarization in the
tissue (Sobie et al., 1997), akin to the oppositely polarized
ends of the ﬁeld-stimulated single cell. As the separation
between the virtual sources increases, the magnitudes of
polarization rise and level off when the separation reaches
a value signiﬁcantly (e.g., 33) larger than the space constant,
which is of the order of 1 mm (Susil et al., 1999). At the same
time, there is less interaction between the two regions of
opposite polarity and in the limiting case where the distances
between the virtual sources is inﬁnite, the oppositely
polarized responses are independent of one another. Thus,
the length scale of tissue discontinuities will presumably
govern the range of ﬁeld intensities for which paradoxical
loss of excitation may be observed in tissue. Recently,
microscopic measurements from transmural wedge prepara-
tions of the pig heart have shown that regions of opposite
polarity occur over a length scale of the order of 0.5 mm
(Sharifov et al., 2004).
In addition to providing fundamental insights into ﬁeld
stimulation of cardiac cells and tissue, our observations may
also have implications for the strong electrical shocks used
to treat cardiac arrhythmias. As described earlier, tissue
discontinuities arising from intercellular gap junctions, ﬁber
bundles and sheet structures may give rise to microscopic
regions of opposite polarity, an effect referred to as the
‘‘sawtooth’’ response in the cardiac literature. However, in
healthy, well-coupled tissue the magnitude of the responses
will be much smaller than those observed in the isolated
single cell, so that paradoxical loss of excitation is unlikely to
occur even with deﬁbrillation level shocks. Our previously
FIGURE 9 Return of excitation
with increasing pulse duration. Left,
middle, and right columns show Vm,
INa, and IK1 for three pulses of equal
amplitude (59 V/cm) but increasing
duration (1, 2, and 4 ms, respectively).
The cell was unexcited for a pulse
duration of 1 ms but excited with 2
and 4 ms pulses. For clarity, only traces
from the end patches are numbered for
Vm and IK1. For INa, intermediate
patches with complex temporal behav-
ior are also numbered. Time bar in each
column is applicable to all sets of traces
at that duration. INa and IK1 amplitude
bars are applicable to all three dura-
tions.
FIGURE 10 Change in ULE (DULE) of a model cell with varying INa and
IK1 (DI). The INa and IK1 in the model cell of Fig. 6 A were varied and ULE
determined by gradually increasing the amplitude of a 1 ms ﬁeld pulse. The
ordinate shows DULE compared to that of a cell having nominal INa and IK1.
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published ﬁnding that the sawtooth effect arising from
intercellular gap junctions is relatively small in isolated cell-
pairs supports this notion (Sharma and Tung, 2001).
However, after a severe myocardial infarction, as is the
case for the majority of the implantable cardioverter
deﬁbrillator patients (Anderson et al., 1999; Connolly et al.,
2000), a thin layer of tissue that is only a few cells thick
survives as an endocardial or epicardial border zone that
abuts a necrotic core consisting of inexcitable ﬁbroblasts
(Jugdutt, 2003). Furthermore, the intercellular coupling in
the border zone layer can be reduced by an order of
magnitude (Yao et al., 2003) as gap junctions in this region
undergo signiﬁcant disruption (Matsushita et al., 1999;
Peters et al., 1997). Such conditions are ideal for generating
a large sawtooth effect at a length scale that is compatible
with a paradoxical loss of excitation at high ﬁeld strengths
as are used during deﬁbrillation. As a consequence, the tissue
can be left in a heterogeneous state of excitation after the
shock, a setting conducive for postshock slow propagation
leading to shock failure. Indeed, several studies have noted
that deﬁbrillation efﬁcacy ﬁrst increases with an increase in
ﬁeld strength but then decreases with further increase in
shock intensity (Fotuhi et al., 1999; Jones and Jones, 1980).
Electroporation mediated damage to the cell membranes
could be one of the mechanisms for this effect (Tung, 1996).
We suggest that paradoxical loss of excitation at higher
ﬁeld strengths could be another important factor underlying
the loss of deﬁbrillation efﬁcacy, particularly for short-
duration pulses.
A possible limitation of our results is that the Luo-Rudy
model that was used in the numerical simulations may not be
applicable outside the physiological range of Vms that may
be present during deﬁbrillation level ﬁelds. To address this
possibility, we performed additional simulations in which
two additional currents, a hypothetical outward current (Ia)
and an electroporation current (Iep) that may be present with
large Vms (Cheng et al., 1999), were added to the phase 1
Luo-Rudy model (not shown). Under these conditions, we
found that the phenomenon of the ULE is still present,
although its threshold is somewhat lower (primarily because
of Ia), and the roles of INa and IK1 are blunted. We chose not
to include these currents in our study because they have not
been well characterized, and in the case of Ia the current’s
existence has not yet been conﬁrmed experimentally.
Nevertheless, with Ia and Iep included, the analysis of the
interplay of outward and inward currents is expected to get
more complex.
In conclusion, we have shown that for excitable biological
systems such as the cardiac cell, the notion of ‘more is better’
for the purposes of excitation may not always hold. The
combination of electrophysiological characteristics that can
render an excitable system susceptible to paradoxical loss of
excitation at high ﬁeld strengths are 1), that the system has
a mix of ionic currents with nonlinear current-voltage
relationships and opposite reversal potentials, and 2), that
the system is strongly polarized in a nonuniform fashion over
a length scale small enough that opposing excitatory re-
sponses interact.
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